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1 - Why Carmen Left ACME

More reasons why Carmen Sandiego Left ACME Agency
WOEICS theme plays with all 4 players at the computer and an animated version the original TV chief’s
head in place of the nutty one plays
Players: So Carmen is there more to why you left ACME
Carmen: There is but I cannot tell you unless the chief allows me access to my dossier as I cannot
remember any other reasons that I gave without the file.
Chief: So now you want to tell more about that painful subject, eh Carmen?
Carmen: Yes Chief, I do so can I have my dossier to tell the tale?
Chief: You may, Players activate the ACME Archives access file #1985
Players: Alright maybe this will start to make sense now (the girl accesses the file)
Chief: Carmen here is you’re file
Carmen: thanks chief, it all started with my last case I found the job too easy as you already know and I
left but, there was another reason, I couldn’t tell my partner Chase Devinaux that I liked him, so I have
done this partially because of my boredom with ACME and the other half to impress Chase but do not
tell him I told you detectives about it.
S1Player: Wow! That’s shocking
S2Player: It is
S3Players: yep
Chief: So that’s one bit of it maybe they should come inside the computer for the rest , Players activate
the C-5 express I’ll send you half-way through then Carmen will pull you through to the other side
Player S2: C-5 coming up (accesses it)
Players: Whew! We made it and we’re flat
Carmen: Are you guys ready for the rest of the story
(Commercial)
Players: Yep
Carmen: Well on our last case, I started to stay in the shadow and slowly let the crook get away, It was
supposed to be a could Chase do it if he didn’t have me around thing but somehow I knocked the cuffs
out of his hands and now that I have started to help you again when you need it, I think that I should turn
myself in and then after I get out go back to my status as ACME’s Star Agent
Chief: Wow, now that was really unexpected but players please activate the C-5 now.
Season 3 boy player: we can’t unless we are sitting at the computer
Chief: Are you forgetting this is a cartoon agent?
Players: oh we almost forgot about that anyway good thing we are activating the portal to ACME now
(back at ACME )
Carmen: It’s what I deserve for all the crimes I’ve committed so I will not escape.
Chief; Hey Carmen it looks like your old partners Chase Devinaux, Suhara and Jules Argent are here to
visit you
Jules: So you finally listened to me and these kids
Carmen: Correct and I’ll do my time
Suhara: I didn’t exactly want to imprison you but rules are rules I suppose
Chase: Carmen there’s something I want to tell you as well
Carmen: I have something I want to tell you to



Both in unison: I like you
Again: What you do
And Again: Yes
Carmen: When I get out do you want to go on a date
Chase: Sure and then we can stop those creeps again
Players: Well Carmen that was kinda wierd going into the cartoon and you surrendering
Carmen: It was abit unusal on everyones terms but then again not everyone agrees with everyone else
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